
How can we engage with such a diverse workforce? 
There’s no such thing as a typical employee!

E.ON MY CHOICE

Reward and Benefits greatly support this chain at 

E.ON and so they have resourced and invested in this 

as a key part of the business engagement strategy.

Benefex and E.ON have 

been working together on 

a common goal - to engage 

E.ON’s diverse workforce. 

When your colleagues include office 

professionals, field-based engineers, sales 

agents, scientists, and support staff, you 

need to be creative in your approach to 

your scheme. We needed top-of-the-range 

technology, innovative communications,  

and new engaging benefits to deliver  

real excitement.

Nearly 9,700 colleagues across 80+ sites. 

The diverse and widespread nature of E.ON’s workforce 

is one of its main assets, but it can also be one of its 

biggest obstacles. Engaging colleagues and achieving 

high take-up rates for Flexible Benefits is traditionally a 

challenge for E.ON. Colleagues need to be communicated 

with in many different ways to ensure they understand the 

benefits on offer and feel motivated to make a selection.
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The Service Profit Chain

Better Customer Service =

Engaged Colleagues =

Business Performance

The biggest achievement we’ve had since 
we’ve been working with Benefex is every 
single year that we have done so, scheme 
take up has gone up. So every year for  
the last six years, we’ve had a record  
take up which is a massive achievement.

Steve Williams, HR Vendor Manager

Improve the communication of 
the scheme to refresh colleague 
interest in benefits.

Introduce new benefits and 
encourage their take-up.

Increase awareness and take-up of 
the Flex scheme throughout hard-to-
reach groups within the organisation.

Objectives for the Flex scheme



In order to engage some of the harder to reach groups  
we needed to understand their demographic. 

What their profile told us was that we needed to tap into today’s 

abundant social media culture with a slick, creative approach. We worked 

hard to find new approaches to engage, build the entertainment value of 

communications and provide a familiar in-your-hand shopping experience.

The Strategy
We went down various routes  
to maximise engagement:

The Thinking

The Results

This new approach helped to contribute to  
the most successful enrolment ever.  

Take a look at the impressive outcome:

www.benefex.co.uk
  T 0845 129 8636     E info@benefex.co.uk          @Benefex_UK Benefex Ltd

This project reinforced a key point for the team. The 
strategy must start and end with the employee. They are 
the reason we deliver benefits and they are the key to 
success in both the scheme and the organisation alike.

What we learned

Benefits were rated as one of the top 3 drivers behind colleague 

satisfaction, according to the six-monthly engagement survey

71% 
signed into the site

60% 
submitted benefits
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The ‘Christmas Elfie’ campaign! 

This selfie competition started 

engagement early, built 

momentum towards the annual 

enrolment and created a sense of 

community around the brand.

A series of puzzles, quizzes, 

postcards and articles to educate 

in a fun way. 

Targeted communications, working 

towards colleague demographics 

(including a dial-in news service to  

field workers).

 An improved online portal to 

emulate the typical online 

shopping experience.

A brave and cheeky sense of  

humour to emotionally engage 

and generate discussion.

22 benefits saw an increase in uptake

32% reviewed their TRS

36% accessed the discount site

97% now have active benefits, including pension


